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FINE-TUNING QUERY EXPANSION AND  UNIFICATION STRATEGIES

INTRODUCTION
Masaryk University (MU) has entered the area of MIR
during the development of the Czech Digital Mathe-
matics Library (DML-CZ). I t quickly became clear that
Digital Mathematical Libraries (DMLs) are specific
especial ly in handl ing of formulae.

MU has partnered in the development of the Euro-
pean Digital Mathematics Library (EuDML) and
supports math formulae search as one of the math
specific features. We have also paid attention to the
user interface aspect: formulae in the query are ren-
dered at the same time as the user writes it.

EuDML with Math Indexer and Searcher (MIaS) is the
first digital l ibrary col lecting non-born-digital PDFs
that supports math search in ful l texts.

Our MIRMU team has been participating in NTCIR
math information retrieval tasks since their intro-
duction at NTCIR-10. This year we have tried three
new approaches: structural unification, new querying
strategies and new canonical ization procedures.

In our research we found out that structural unification
increases recal l but has negative impact on precision.
NTCIR ground truth al lowed us to compare effects of
canonical ization and different querying strategies.

STRUCTURAL
UNIFICATION

An important feature that we missed in NTCIR-11 was
the abi l i ty to substitute structures. To structural ly
unify we implemented the open-source tool MathML
Unificator (see https: //mir. fi . muni . cz/mathml-norma-
l ization/) usable as a standalone command l ine uti l i ty
or a Java l ibrary embeddable in other systems.

This tool is used for generating structural ly unified
versions of the input formulae. The unification is per-
formed according to MathML tree layers.

QUERYING
STRATEGIES

Based on NTCIR-11 ground truth of annotated data
we developed an evaluation framework that al lows
us to rigorously compare several new querying stra-
tegies.

The query relaxation strategy used at NTCIR-11 we
cal l Leave Rightmost Out (LRO) :

query 1 (the original query): f1 f2 k1 k2 k3

query 2 : f1 f2 k1 k2

query 3: f1 f2 k1

query 4: f1 f2

query 5: f1   k1 k2 k3

query 6:     k1 k2 k3

Based on this concept we evaluated also other que-
rying strategies:

Original Query Only (OQO) The basic reference
querying strategy is to use the original query
without any modifications or derived subqueries.

Math Terms Only (MTO) The query only consists
of al l formulae from the original query.

Text Terms Only (TTO) In Text Terms Only strategy
the query only consists of text keywords from the
original query.

All Possible Subqueries (APS) The opposite
extreme to OQO is to use al l potentia l subqueries
derivable from the original query.

Leave One Out (LOO) This querying strategy is si-
mi lar to the APS strategy with the fol lowing diffe-
rences:
∙ We work with a restricted set of the subque-

ries—only the original query and derived sub-
queries with exactly one excluded component
(one formula or one text keyword).

EVALUATION
We have bui lt several dozen indices for the Main and
Wiki Math Task with different features and configu-
rations enabled. Every row in the table corresponds to
the particular combination of features.

We queried each index with ful l 50 topics from NTCIR-
11 with 11 different querying strategies (columns in the
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input:
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The MathML Unificator tool is now integrated with our
(Web)MIaS system and structural unification is done
during indexing of formulae of the input documents
as wel l as at query processing to structural ly unify
formulae from the user queries.

Proper weighting of structural ly unified derivatives of
the input formulae in relation to the original non-mo-
dified formulae and tokenized and unified subfor-
mulae is yet to be solved.

Unification is done from l ists to the root of the
MathML tree of the formula so that the substitution
takes place for al l the nodes in the given layer in one
step and fol lows layer by layer up to the root. Final
unification—to a single ◍—is omitted.

∙ Weight of interleaving ‘strips’ of results from sub-
queries is 2 if results are taken from the original que-
ry results l ist, and 1 otherwise.

Leave One or Two Out (LOoTO) The Leave One or Two
Out querying strategy is a further extension of the
previous Leave One Out strategy:
∙ The set of subqueries consists of the original query

and derived subqueries with exactly one or two
components excluded.

∙ The strip-weight is 3 if results are taken from the
original query results l ist, 2 if results are taken from
a derived query with exactly one excluded compo-
nent, and 1 otherwise.

table). This gave us 660 results describing the perfor-
mance of each particular combination. We used MAP
and Bpref metrics for evaluation against NTCIR-11
ground truth.

For NTCIR-12 submission we have chosen four most
promising or curious configurations in terms of Bpref
and MAP.

Cel l colours indicate groups of comparable combi-
nations with respect to Bpref metric.

FEATURES
Canonicalization The canonical ization process

aims to normal ize potentia l seria l izations (diffe-
rent notations in MathML encoding) of the same
math formulae. The normal ization is optimized for
simi larity search not to preserve ful l semantic
information of the original formulae but possibly
removes semantical ly negl ig ible differences in
behalf of simi larity matches.

Canonicalization operators removal List of math
operators to be removed from canonical ized for-
mulae:
∙ U+ 2 062 INVISIBLE TIMES
∙ U+ 2 2 C5 DOT OPERATOR
∙ U+ 002 A ASTERISK
∙ U+ 2 063 INVISIBLE SEPARATOR
∙ U+ 2 064 INVISIBLE PLUS

Unary operators removal Unary operators are
removed from the input formulae in the process
of formulae normal ization by our MathML Canoni-
cal izer.

Operator unification We define an operator equiv-
alence relation. We substitute al l of these opera-
tors with a canonical operator that represents
each equivalence class.

Structural unification Indexing structural ly unified
derivatives of the original formulae was used for
the first time by MIaS system at NTCIR-12 .

CONCLUSIONS
The main advances of our approach since NTCIR-11 Math
Task were development of our evaluation platform based on
NTCIR-11 ground truth and introduction of math structural
unification component as a part of the MIaS processing
workflow.

Use of structural ly unified derivatives increases recal l but
has negative impact on precision. Fine tuning the weights of
structural unification nodes could possibly balance perfor-
mance of our system towards recal l at the expense of pre-
cision and vice versa. Setting and tuning the indexing and
preprocessing parameters is necessary for given appl i -
cation.

We aim to reuse NTCIR-12 MathIR data as the ground truth
in our evaluation platform to further improve performance
of our system.

Our future MathIR research aims at incorporating machine
learning techniques to formulae disambiguation and
ranking, and deploying Computer Algebra Systems for bet-
ter canonical ization of the input formulae.

MATCH!

These modifications are only appl icable on multi -word
text keywords of the original query.

Original query
Formula 1:

Keyword 1: categorical simple theory
Phrase expansion For multi -word keywords indivi-

dual words are used instead of the original multi -
word keywords.

Formula 1:

Keyword 1: categorical
Keyword 2: simple
Keyword 3: theory

Full phrase expansion Individual words from the
multiword keywords are added one by one at the
end of the keywords l ist (removing dupl icates, if
any).

Formula 1:

Keyword 1: categorical simple theory
Keyword 2: categorical
Keyword 3: simple
Keyword 4: theory

This modified version provides the querying strategy
more flexibi l i ty for query relaxation and boolean ope-
rations on the query components.

PHRASE EXPANSION

NEW

NEW NEW
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